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Abstract

This thesis analyses Ursula Le Guin's interpretation of gender and genre in her
Earthsea novels,A Wizard efEarthsea (1968) and Tehanu (1990). Examining Le Guin's
assertion for the need to "re-vision" her former work with the latter, I interrogate the
ways in which she attempts to "break free" from the ideologies that impose themselves
upon her work. Part one explores the mode of the hero quest used in A Wizard ef
Earthsea and examines the significance of this in terms of "gendering" the text. Part two

examines the revisioned text Tehanu and the ways in which the author challenges the
discourse of the hero quest. I suggest that Le Guin's attempts to revise the universalist
assumptions of her early novel through her "feminist'' text are hampered by its failure to
recognise itself as operating within a hegemonic ano ultimately restrictive mode of
thought.
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INTRODUCTION
''We read books to find out who we are," asserts Ursula Le Guin (1970: 31).
Indeed the notion of identity plays an essential role in Le Guin's work and she uses the
genre conventions of fantasy to explore its construct, for, she says, fantasy "is a journey
into the subconscious mind, just as psychoanalysis is" (1973a: 93). It is not surprising
then, that her Earthsea fantasy series centres on the search for "self'. Le Guin's notion
of the self however, has undergone a definitive paradigm shift over the three decades of
her published career, and this has been documented in the changing consciousness of
her Earthsea novels. The focus of this thesis is on the first novel of the series, A Wizard

efEarthsea (1968) and the fourth, Tehanu (1990), which speak with two distinctly
different voices.

In 1992, Ursula Le Guin delivered a lecture at Oxford University, later published
under the title Earthsea &visioned (1993a). Here she candidly discusses the evolving
consciousness that lead her to write Tehanu, the unexpected sequel to her Earthsea
trilogy. She describes her novel as seeking to undermine the ''pseudo-genderless male

viewpoint ef the heroic traditi01i', a tradition which she replicated in her first Earthsea novel
(1993a: 12). A WiZflrd efEarthsea is a much loved novel in the fantasy mode and the
quality of her prose has won Le'Guin high praise from critics such as Harold Bloom,
who has stated: "Le Guin ... has raised fantasy into high literature" (1986:9). At the same
time critics such as Elizabeth Cummins have pointed out the gender bias in the Earthsea
Trilogy, stating that when "writing in the Earthsea world, Le Guin was not questioning
some of her culturally shaped assumptions about the structure of relationships and the
roles of women and men." (Cummins, cited in Littlefield, 1995:246). Tehanu is Le Guin's
own critique of those early assumptions, a vehicle for the characters of Earthsea to
"unlearn patriarchy'' (Littlefield, 1995:244). I would argue further to this however, that

Tehanu itself contains ideological assumptions that require interrogation. Referring to Le
Guin's own reflections from her extensive collections of essays, this thesis will also
examine some of the author's own assertions regarding gender and her Earthsea novels.

Le Guin's fantasy remains conservative in a way that her science fiction does
not. Her novel The Left Hand efDarkness, published in 1969, is a bold attempt to imagine
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how an androgynous world might operate: 'I eliminated gender to find out what was
left." (1987a: 11 ). Whether Le Guin's "thought experiment'' was successful has been
debated by many critics1, but what is significant about this novel in relation to Le Guin's
fantasy is that it shows a willingness to regard gender as a construct. In contrast, the
Earthsea series replicates the hierarchies of Le Guin's "real world" experience of gender
hierarchies. In examining Le Guin's approach to her two novels, I will argue that genre
is of particular importance to the novel itself, that it shapes the way in which her work
on gender functions.

"Fantasy is a profoundly conservative genre," notes C.N. Manlove, and it has a
strong investment in the preservation of the status quo (1980: 287). Its conservatisms
tend to reflect the contemporaneous social structures that surround it. Le Guin has
observed that the structure of the conventional narrative belongs to a patriarchal
tradition that places man at the centre of the "universal" narrative. In her 1986 essay
''The Carrier Bag Theory of Fiction" she notes the ways in which this patriarchal
discourse excludes ''woman's knowledge" and experience through its rules of narrative,
which obscure difference. She labels the traditionally structured novel as:
the story that hid my humanity from me, the story the mammoth
hunters told . . . about the Hero. . .. the Hero has decreed through his
mouthpieces, the Lawgivers, first, that the proper shape of the narrative
is that of the arrow or spear, starting here and going straight there and
THOK! hitting its mark (which drops dead); second that the central
concern of the narrative, including the novel, is conflict; and third, that
the story isn't any good if he isn't in it. (1986a: 169)
She argues that the centrality of the male hero to the narrative effectively silences and
effaces the experience of the Other, whose role it is to listen and reflect back to the hero
his place at the centre. The story of the Other is considered marginal, a poor variation
of the "true" story of the male hero, whose story speaks for "all". In section one I will
argue that A Wizard efEarthsea replicates this narrative structure and is enmeshed in its
associated ideological consequences, reifying the male "I" as one that represents the
universal experience.

1

Notably: Cranny-Francis, Anne. (1990). Feminist Fiction. Cambridge: Polity Press.
Hollinger, Veronica "(2000). (Re)reading Queerly: Science Fiction, Feminism, and the Defamiliarization of Gender"
in Marlene Barr (Ed) Future Females (2000). Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield.
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Fantasy is however, able to push the boundaries that bind so-called realist
fiction, which Le Guin refers to as "the least adequate means of understanding or
portraying the incredible realities of our existence" (1973c: 58). Anne Cranny-Francis
notes that feminist writers of generic fiction can use their "relegation as inferior or mass
culture producers in order to show the legitimating processes in operation; using generic
forms in order to show the ideological processes (of patriarchy) in (textual) operation."
(1990:6). In Earthsea Revisioned, Le Guin notes that it is easier to write within the generic
fantasy conventions, she states that the:
beauty of your own tradition is that it carries you. It flies and you ride it.
Indeed it's hard not to let it carry you, for it's older bigger and wiser than
you are. It frames your thinking and puts winged words in your mouth.
Indeed, she notes just how difficult it is to find a space "outside" of the conventions,
for if:
you refuse to ride, you have to stumble along on your own two feet; if
you try to speak in your own wisdom, you lose that wonderful fluency.
You feel like a foreigner in your own country, amazed and troubled by
things you see, not sure of the way, not able to speak with authority.
(1993a:10)
Le Guin suggests that to escape the framework of the generic conditions one must
attempt it consciously. She implies that to do this, the feminist author must access
wisdom "outside" of tradition to change the metanarrative. The archetypal journey must
be revised. Le Guin does this in Tehanu by reframing the consciousness of the novel
with a feminist voice. The hero quest in A Wizard efEarthsea, depicting the rites of
passage of a young boy into adulthood is countered in Tehanu through the story of a
woman and her passage into widowhood. Le Guin does not reinscribe gender roles
from her earlier novels, rather she gives a voice of dissent to her previously obedient
female characters, challenging the assumptions of A Wizard efEarthsea from within its
own ideology.

Early critics of Le Guin's first novel,A Wizard efEarthsea, have tended to focus
on the novel's value as an archetypal story of coming-of-age, while neglecting the issue
of gender2• Even as recently as 1995, Perry Nodelman in his essay "Reinventing the
2

The 1980 Fall issue of Extrapolation, dedicated to Le Guin's Earthsea trilogy has surprisingly little to say on the
subject of gender in these novels.
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Past" asserted that A Wizard efEarthsea is a universal story of self-discovery, one that is
external to questions of gender because:
nothing in Wizard ef Earthsea suggests that Ged's problem or his way of
solving them relate to his masculinity. For readers who understand his
story as a model of psychic integration, it is merely accidental that he
happens to be male. (182)
In section one I will argue that Ged's masculinity is no "accident", rather that it is

inevitable because of the mode that Le Guin has chosen to work in, the hero quest. I
will argue that the discourse that informs the hero quest is itself biased and inevitably
confirms Le Guin's hero as masculine. In particular, I will show how Le Guin's use of
Jung's theories of the collective unconscious and archetype suggest a model for the male
psyche.

To illuminate the narrative structure of A Wizard efEarthsea, section one will
also briefly outline the poetics of the epic and use the paradigm of Joseph Campbell's
"monomyth" to identify the quest pattern in the novel. In his text The Hero with a

Thousand Faces, Campbell asserted that there is a transcultural, transhistorical pattern in
storytelling and myth that mirrors the story of human psychic development, that the
"standard path of the mythological adventure is a magnification of the formula
represented in the rites of passage: separation-initiation-return: which might be named the
nuclear unit of the monomyth." (1949:30). Campbell's ubiquitous monomyth is deeply
embedded with Jungian archetypes and endeavours to explain the process of
individuation using a universal journey motif. It outlines the myth of the hero who must
set out to conquer oppressive forces and in so doing, defines the boundaries of his
identity. Having established the sorts of discourse that operate within the novel, I will
argue that although these theories claim to be universally applicable, they in fact encode
a white Western male bias.

Section two will begin by examining the structure of Tehanu and the ways in
which the discourse that operate within it are able to counter the supposed
universalising power structures of A Wizard efEarthsea. The exchange of "male"
consciousness for "female" consciousness in Tehanu does suggest a simple inversion of
the binary opposition, of simply privileging the opposite sex. I will argue that in this
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way, the text "fails" to interrogate the notion of gender beyond a simplistic male/female
binary. I will briefly outline the process of deconstruction and argue that in effect, Le
Guin has begun to deconstruct the assumptions of her earlier trilogy, but has not
pushed the boundaries of gender identity beyond a liberal humanist discourse.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Le Guin' s revision of her early work has been met with
criticism. Joho Clute in his article "Deconstructing Paradise" (1990) for the Times
Literary Supplement said of Tehanu that it was an unnecessary novel and an "unwanted
feminist intrusion" on the self-contained Earthsea Trilogy (cited in White, 1999:108).
He labelled it "decidedly bad tempered ... most of it told deliberately in the chuntering
rhythms of the disenfranchised women of Gont ... " (cited in Maclean, 1997: 117). Clute
seems to be suggesting that a feminist consciousness is an intrusion upon the genre
itself. Section two will closely examine Le Guin's "revisionist" approach to her work
and argue that contrary to Clute's assertion, a robust feminist text is an important
addition to the Earthsea trilogy.

Tehanu challenges the place of Campbell's monomyth as the singular expression
of the individual experience; it opens itself up to an expression of difference by giving
voice to the Other without drowning the voice of the hero. Le Guin notes: "thanks to
the revisioning of gender called feminism, we can see the myth as myth: a construct that
may be changed" (1993a:17). I will argue that while feminism has the potential to revise
understandings of gender, it is a starting place rather than an end point for questioning
the construct of gender. This section will explore the discourse that informs Le Guin's
"Re-Visioned" novel. In particular I will assert that Le Guin's "brand" of feminism is of
a reactionary nature and can be situated in the discourse of second wave feminism of
the 1970s. For a novel of the early 1990s, this type of feminism is dated and I will
examine the ways in which this discourse imposes a constraint on the text.

More broadly speaking, this thesis will attempt to identify some of the different
paradigms that structure Le Guin's fantasy fiction, with the aim of situating the novels
within informing discourses. This will provide a basis to explore how Le Guin' s novels
conform to narrative conservatisms, but also the ways in which she is able to break free
from them and short-circuit her tradition. Le Guin's collections of critical essays are
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candid explorations of her own approach to writing and the ideology that informs her
own political ideas, providing the critical reader with a constructive base with which to
examine her work. Her personal observations, coupled with the text of her novels offer
an extremely interesting standpoint from which to examine the complementarity of the
author, her work and ideology.
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PART1

"FATHER TONGUE": THE TRANSGENDER TRADITION

From the Iliad to the Song '![Rowland to The Lord ef the Rings, right up into
our lifetime, the hero-tale and its modem form, heroic fantasy, have
been a male preserve: a sort of great game-park where Beowulf feasts
with Teddy Roosevelt, and Robin Hood goes hunting with Mowgli, and
the cowboy rides off into the sunset alone. (Ursula Le Guin, 1993a:5)

Auden described the poetics of the epic as "the literary mimesis of the subjective
experience of becoming" (cited in Bittner, 1984:8). Indeed, the quest motif has its basis
in the teleological structure of Western philosophical tradition, which until very recently
framed the individual's life in terms of a journey towards the ultimate goal of selfactualisation. Ursula Le Guin's Bildungsroman,A Wizard efEarthsea (1968), is a model
of the hero quest depicting this psychic journey. Like the epic tales before it, A Wizard ef

Earthsea draws on familiar patterns of mythic narrative to explore this "experience of
becoming". The young hero of the novel, Ged, embarks on a journey of development
that is to immortalise him in his own world, Earthsea, but which more significantly,
solidifies his notion of himself. What I propose to examine in this section is how the
stated "subjective experience" of the hero is an ideologically programmed one that
contains at its heart a gender and cultural bias. Le Guin herself has acknowledged at
length in her lecture Earthsea Revisioned that A Wizard efEarthsea is a conservative novel
(1993a: 7). In particular it encodes a conservative rendition of a Western patriarchal
value system1, which places (white) man at the centre of (his)story. The function of this
is to efface the experience of the Other, who is assimilated under the banner of the
"universal" human experience. For the "non-Western-male" to read the hero's story as
universal however, he/ she must necessarily read his/her own position as subsidiary to
that of the hero. I will argue that the theories that have been shown to inform Le
Guin's novel, particularly C.G Jung's psychoanalytic theory and Joseph Campbell's
1

It is not within the scope of this thesis to examine the influence of Le Guin's openly Taoist beliefs on
the novel, however I would argue that as they have been interpreted to fit a Western model they do not
contradict this statement.
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monomyth, contribute to the ways in which A Wizard efEarthsea is constrained into
depicting a particular kind of becoming.

James W. Bittner in his critical text,Approaches to the Fiction efUrsula K Le Guin,
asserts that the poetics of the epic are central to Le Guin's novel, suggesting that genre
itself functions as a signifier in her work (1984:6). He refers to genre in terms of its
teleological structure, citing E.D. Hirsch's definition 2 that it is "a goal seeking force that
animates a particular kind of utterance" (1984:6). That is to say, genre acts as a readable
text in itself and, through its conventions, invokes an expectation of specific patterns
and meanings. This anticipation of the text implies a desire for a closed narrative, for a
linear tale "in which temporal sequence is taken to signify material causation" (CrannyFrancis, 1990:9). The notion of "material causation" is of particular importance to the
hero quest. The central theme is one of progression, which culminates in the downfall
and/ or triumph of the hero. Stimulating this progression is an essential conflict, usually
the dialectic of good and evil, in which the (good) hero must do battle with his (evil)
enemy (Frye cited in Bittner, 1984:11 ). Central to this conflict is "a drive ... toward a
visionary reconciliation and synthesis" of the dialectic (Bittner, 1984:7). The quest
manoeuvres itself towards a concrete ending, in which conflicts are resolved and the
journey completed, where each challenge the hero faces plays a part in the ultimate
resolution of his quest.

I. The Jungian Frame: "The self is the hero" (Jung, 1959:146).

The quest, at its heart, does not purport to resolve societal conflict. Its
resolution belongs largely to the metaphysical and psychological realm and its
investment is almost exclusively in the fate of the hero (Bittner, 1984:8). The journey is
focused upon the individual and his psychic development, and this is especially true of
A Wizard efEarthsea, in which the young wizard's physical journey mirrors his emotional

and intellectual transition into adulthood. The deeply psychological and mythological
nature of the hero's journey in A Wizard efEarthsea means that it is often read in terms
of Jungian psychoanalytic theory. Authors including Bittner (1984), Edgar C. Bailey
2

Validity in Interpretation, 1967
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(1980) Craig and Diana Barrow (1991) and Perry Nodelman (1995) have all written of
the relevance of Jung's theory to the novel and Le Guin herself has noted its importance
to her novel in her essay "The Child and the Shadow'' (1975).

Carl Jung was particularly concerned with the psyche; an entity that he felt
encompassed all human processes: spiritual, physical, and intellectual (Jacobi, 1973:5).
Jung believed that beyond the ego, the conscious self, there also exists an unconscious
self, which exerts a force upon the individual. He theorised that within the unconscious
existed both "personal" and "collective" layers of human experience. The personal
unconscious for Jung was "the gathering place of forgotten and repressed contents"
(Jung, 1959:3). Of further importance to his theories was what he termed the "collective
unconscious", the part of the unconscious that "is not individual but
universal .. .identical in all men" (1959:3). Forming this collective unconscious are
archetypes, which are much like Plato's "ideas" in that they represent "primordial",
"universal images" which structure individual perceptions of the world (Jung, 1959:4).

Archetype and symbol are central to the meaning of the novel for Le Guin.
Though disavowing familiarity with Jung's work before she wrote A Wizard ofEarthsea,
Le Guin's 1975 essay "The Child and the Shadow'' is a study in the relevance of Jung's
theories both to her own work and the genre of fantasy in general. For Le Guin as for
Jung, myth, and its contemporary adaptation, the fantasy tale, are grounded in the
collective unconscious, drawing on familiar and "universal" images, she notes that the
"great fantasies, myths and tales are indeed like dreams: they speak from the unconscious

to the unconscious, in the language of the unconscious - symbol and archetype" (Le
Guin, 1975: 62).

The most obvious Jungian influence in Le Guin's novel is her use of the shadow
archetype, the trickster figure, which Jung regarded as an essential component of the
human psyche. Jung's concept of the shadow embodies the "dark" parts of the self that
the individual believes are unacceptable and does not wish to own as "self". This
concept of the shadow is an easily recognisable archetype used in literature, for "in his
creative activity and choice of themes the artist draws very largely on the depths of his
unconscious; with his creation he in turn stirs the unconscious of his audience" (Jacobi,
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1973:110). The literary shadow is embodied in the hero's nemesis, who is inextricably
involved with the hero's concept of himself. Le Guin notes that this shadow figure
manifests itself both internally and externally, either embodied within one person, in the
form of a "split" personality, or projected out on to another. The shadow, she says, "is
on the other side of our psyche, the dark brother of the conscious mind. It is Cain,
Caliban, Frankenstein's monster, Mr Hyde." (1975:63).

In A Wizard ofEarthsea Ged's nemesis is the shadow creature that he
inadvertently summons into being and which threatens to destroy him. His shadow is
the embodiment of his narcissism, his desire to be the most powerful wizard in
Earthsea: "all things were to his order, to command. He stood at the centre of the
world" (A Wizard ofEarthsea, 1968:62)3. The introduction of a flesh and blood rival, the
sophisticated Jasper, challenges Ged's sense of entitlement to stand at the centre of his
world and he feels threatened by the sense of inferiority that Jasper's disdain stirs in
him. Thus for a time, Jasper embodies the projection of Ged' s "shadow" of narcissism
and self-doubt. To Ged's mind, this "obstacle" to his supreme position must be
removed: "with rage in his heart ... Ged swore to himself to outdo his rival" (1968:49).
He chooses to remain unconscious of his own egocentrism, deeming that "evil" exists
outside of him: "Ged did not stop to think why Jasper might hate him. He only knew
why he hated Jasper'' (1968:49). He represses the looming shadow of his conceit and its
underbelly of fear. Nevertheless, according to Jung, the unacknowledged shadow will
find a path to bring its form to life, either through dreams or through projections onto
others. Initially Ged is able to project his fears of his own inferiority on to Jasper, but
the unleashing of the wraith-like shadow brings to his attention a "dark side" of himself,
which takes a form that he cannot disown or defeat. The Archmage explains to Ged
that the "power you had to call it gives it power over you ... It is the shadow of your
arrogance, the shadow of your ignorance, the shadow you cast'' (1968:68). As the
shadow is the embodiment of his "dark" qualities, Ged's quest is to prevent it from
dominating him, for untempered, "it wills to work evil through you" (1968:68).
Although the individual does not wish to acknowledge the shadow as part of self, in
attempting to disown it, the shadow's influence remains hidden and therefore
insidiously powerful.
All page references cited for A Wizard efEarthsea and Tehanu have been taken from:
Le Guin, Ursula. (1993b). The EarthseaQuartet. London: Penguin.

3
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Confronting one's shadow, Jung believed, is the only way in which one can
begin the process of individuation, to disentangle one's own identity from the collective
consciousness, for "if we are able to see our own shadow and can bear knowing about
it, then a small part of the problem has already been solved" (1959:20). In the
knowledge of one's shadow, the individual is able to transcend the dichotomy of "good"
and "evil", self and other, recognising the self as belonging wholly to neither category,
"where I am indivisibly this and that; where I experience the other in myself and the
other-than-myself experiences me" (1959:22). Although Jungian theory presupposes a
self that can be present and unified, his notion of individuation by way of the shadow
archetype in effect deconstructs the illusory "centre" of being as either good or evil and
collapses it in upon itsel£ The self is both/ and rather than either/ or, for "the individual
shadow contains within it the seed of an enantiodromia, a conversion into its opposite"
Gung, 1959:272).

In "The Child and the Shadow'' Le Guin notes that Jung's theory of the shadow

generally applies to the process of middle age, for Jung believed that the child's shadow
develops alongside the ego and is not fully formed in the child's psyche (1975:65).
Through A Wizard efEarthsea however, Le Guin demonstrates the relevance of the
shadow to the process of adolescence, an important stage of individuation. She states
that the:
only way for a youngster to get past the paralysing self-blame and selfdisgust of this stage is really to look at the shadow, to face it, warts and
fangs and pimples and claws and all-to accept it as himself-as part of
himself. The ugliest part, but not the weakest. For the shadow is the
guide. (1975:65)
The process of individuation is central to the Bildungsroman, and Le Guin uses the
shadow as a motif to help the young (male) individual along in his quest to discover an
"adult'' self. In admitting that one's shadow is a part of the self, the ''whole" self can be
integrated. In Ged's case, after months of fleeing from his shadow, Ogion advises him:
"if you keep running, wherever you run you will meet danger and evil, for it drives you,
it chooses the way you go. You must choose. You must seek what seeks you."
(1968: 120). Ged' s fear of meeting with the shadow forces him to act out in ways to
prevent him confronting it and by association, his "true" self. In this way, the shadow
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determines the choices that Ged makes. To escape the shadow's hold over him, Ged
must be prepared to acknowledge the shadow, to connect with it rather than hide. Once
he has acknowledged this, Ged begins his pursuit of the shadow through the
archipelagos of Earthsea with the intention of destroying it and seemingly himself with
it, for he has not yet accepted that he and his shadow can co-exist. At his final meeting
with the shadow however, he instinctively calls it by his own name, 'Ged', claiming
ownership and initiating a union: "breaking that old silence, Ged spoke the shadow's
name, and in the same moment the shadow spoke without lips or tongue, saying the
same word: 'Ged'. And the two voices were one voice" (1968:164). He is no longer the
"good" hero, fighting his "evil" nemesis the shadow; rather in acknowledging that he is
both self and shadow, he becomes a complete person:
Ged had neither lost nor won but, naming the shadow of his death with
his own name, had made himself whole: a man: who, knowing his whole
true self, cannot be used or possessed by any power other than himself,
and whose life therefore is lived for life's sake and never in the service of
ruin, or pain, or hatred, or the dark. (1968:166)
Ged's identity is stabilised by the knowledge that his character is not limited to either
good or evil, that both reside within him and are equally responsible for the types of
choices he makes.

II. The Monomyth: Joseph Campbell

Jung's theories of archetype are closely linked to the study of myth. His
principles of the collective unconscious and archetypal patterns are therefore often used
as a basis for uncovering patterns in mythic narrative structure. There are various
interpretations of the pattern of the quest, including Northrop Frye's Anatonry ef Criticism
(1957) and The Secular Scripture (1976) and Kathryn Hume's "Romance: A Perdurable
Pattern" (1974). Joseph Campbell sets out one of the most familiar studies of the hero
pattern in his work The Hero with a Thousand Faces (1949). Campbell's extensive study of
myth lead him to formulate a "monomyth", which is, he asserts, a "timeless vision" of a
universal pattern of the hero (1949: 4). The reliance of the monomyth on Jungian
archetypal images renders it an appropriate formula with which to illuminate the
"archetypal romance pattern" (Hume, 1974:129) that is apparent in A Wizard efEarthsea.
The novel can be read using Campbell's hero pattern, as its fundamental structure
mirrors that of the monomyth.
17

Campbell divides the hero's journey into three parts: "departure-initiation-return'
(1949:30) and within these stages he defines the process of the quest. These same stages
are apparent in A Wizard efEarthsea and Ged's quest mirrors that of Campbell's generic
hero. Campbell's hero begins his Departure with the Call to Adventure. This frequently
begins through "a blunder'' which "reveals an unsuspected world, and the individual is
drawn into a relationship with forces that are not rightly understood." (1949: 51). For
Duny (Ged), the uninitiated hero of A Wizard efEarthsea, the call to adventure comes
through the accidental realisation of his magical powers after repeating the strange
words he has heard his Aunt use. His Aunt begins to nurture this talent for, "she saw
that he must have the makings of power'' (1968:15). Duny later uses his power to defeat
an army of marauders who attempt to plunder his village. This act brings his power to
the attention of the powerful men of the community and he is apprenticed to the great
wizard Ogion, who gives him his "true name", Ged. In another early blunder, Ged's
narcissistic desire to wield power unleashes the portent of the shadow, his foe-to-be.
Each of these acts sets Ged up on a path that will first lead to his downfall through his
narcissism, which he must overcome to achieve his ascendency as hero.

Upon accepting the call to adventure, according to Campbell, the hero receives

Supernatural Aid, "a protective figure (often a little old crone or old man) who provides
the adventurer with amulets against the dragon forces he is about to pass." (1949:69).
This figure is usually in the form of a teacher or guide, who represents "the benign,
protecting power of destiny'' (Campbell, 1949:71). Ged's Aunt is his first teacher and
nurturer of his talent, however, as a "mere" witch, her knowledge and ability to offer
him guidance is limited. The wise wizard Ogion usurps her role as Ged's protector. His
gift to Ged is his sage teaching and his warning against pride and desire for power:
"every word, every act of our Art is said and is done either for good, or for evil. Before
you speak or do you must know the price that is to pay!" (1968:31 ). His warning
foreshadows the conflict between "good" and "evil" that Ged will face within himself.

Thus armed, the hero must leave the safety of his home and begin his journey.
This is Campbell's Crossing ef the First Threshold. Ged too, must choose to leave the
sanctuary of the island of Gont, where he is a prodigy, and test his abilities at the Wizard
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School on the island of Roke. The crossing implies a step into the "unknown" where
the hero ''would have appeared to have died" (Campbell, 1949:90). Ged is nearly killed
on Roke when he unleashes the Shadow and it attempts to destroy him: "four weeks of
that hot summer he lay blind, and deaf, and mute" (1968:66). In the weeks following, he
is nursed slowly out of his catatonic state, but his previous ease with magic has been
destroyed and his childish narcissism with it, for once "he had felt himself to be a word
spoken by the sunlight. Now the darkness also had spoken: a word that could not be
unsaid" (1968:68). Ged must recover a new sense of self that is weighted with the
knowledge of his frailties as an individual and always now "he doubted his strength and
dreaded the trial of his power" (1968:79).

The second stage of the monomyth, Initiation, signifies the process of rebirth for
the hero. His journey now becomes more difficult and he must survive The Road ef

Trials. Ged's recovery is slow and he finds it difficult to relearn the skills that once came
so easily to him. He must then leave his sanctuary to discover his identity as a man in
relation to the wider world. A series of tests confronts the hero once he leaves his
sanctuary, the first of which is The Meeting with the Goddess "commonly represented as a
mystical marriage of the triumphant hero-soul with Queen Goddess of the World"
(Campbell, 1949:109). The hero finds the Goddess "at the uttermost edge of the earth"
(Campbell, 1949:109). In the far reaches of the archipelagos, Ged meets with Yevaud,
the ancient dragon, in the hopes of progressing his journey. Both Le Guin (1993a:23)
and Hatfield (1993:48) assert that the dragons of Earthsea represent the mysterious
Other, one who has deep connection to the beginning of time. Like Campbell's
Goddess, Yevaud is not a benign creature; it both empowers Ged with its ancient
wisdom while at the same time wishes to destroy him. The dragon offers Ged ancient
knowledge about the shadow, giving him hope that he can defeat it, for: "dragons have
their own wisdom; and they are an older race than men ... he might indeed be able to tell
Ged the nature and the name of the shadow-thing and so give him power over
it"(l 968:88). Campbell's hero must also contend with the Woman as the Temptress. Yevaud
tempts Ged with knowledge about the shadow he pursues. Ged is able to resist, fully
aware of the danger that the dragon represents and selflessly deciding that it ''was not
his own life that he bargained for" (1968:90), knowing that his bargain with the dragon
is to save the lives of his fellow villagers.
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More confusing for Ged is meeting the beautiful Serret, an enchantress who
promises him power and riches in the hope of entrapping him in the spell of the
Terrenon, a powerful stone that has the ability to possess a wizard's soul. Serret has the
powerful advantage of sexual attractiveness, which she uses to hold Ged in thrall, for
she "spoke so sweetly that Ged hardly heard her words, moved by the promise of her
voice alone" (1968:106). Like the good hero that he has become however, Ged resists
these temptations, having survived the earlier lessons of vanity. He flees in the form of a
Hawk and is guided by his animal instinct back to Ogion. Campbell refers to this stage
as Atonement with the Father. This meeting is crucial to Ged's journey, for the hero must
have his identity repaired by re-engaging with his "father'' to be able to continue his
journey. Ogion is Ged's spiritual father, for there "were few on Roke and only one on
Gont who could make him back into a man" (1968:118). Ged acknowledges the folly of
his earlier rejection of Ogion as teacher: "I have come back to you as I left, a fool"
(1968:118). This time he reconciles himself to the old man and the value of his wisdom,
he says: "you are my true master Ogion" (1968:121). Ogion gives him a staff of yewwood to replace the one that he lost in his flight from the shadow. His gift is a symbol
of the exchange and reinforcement of phallic identity and power that he provides as
Ged' s father figure.

Ged's final task is to confront his shadow to secure his return to his community.
This is the last phase of Campbell's monomyth. His shadow, however, refuses to be
captured and leads Ged on a chase through the archipelagos. As with Campbell's hero,
Ged's return is not simple, he must not only pursue his shadow, but also learn that it
cannot be destroyed, only reintegrated, for he "knew now ... that his task had never been
to undo what he had done, but to finish what he had begun" (1968:138). Ged is able to
complete his final task at the farthest reaches of the archipelago, and experiences his
triumphant "Return" as an integrated self. "I am whole, I am free," he states at the
conclusion of the novel (1968:165). He is now "free" to take his place as an adult in his
society, having navigated the treacherous journey of discovering a selfhood.

III. Universalism: The Masculine Tradition

The monomyth and Jung's archetypal images rely on the conception of human
experience as collective and generally undifferentiated. Campbell emphasised that his
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monomyth is a universal model, with no stake in either gender, stating that the "whole
sense of the ubiquitous myth of the hero's passage is that it shall serve as a general
pattern for men and women, wherever they may stand along the scale" (1949:121). The
gender-neutral assertions of Campbell and Jung however, cannot be sustained. In
conflict with the apparently egalitarian nature of their work is the positioning of the
masculine/ feminine archetypes, which contain a definite gender bias. Feminine
archetypes are configured as helper or mysterious Other to the masculine hero, while
the "Law of the Father'' sets the limits of identity. These marginalised figures of the
feminine as Other in fact serve to reinforce the male hero's image of himself as the
"self' at the centre of all things.

Annis Pratt asserts that while Jung's ultimate goal is the transcendence of
gender to a position of androgyny, "his definitions of ... gender qualities tend to be
rigid to the point of stereotyping" (1981 :7). In the development of every individual,Jung
identified a split between the anima/ animus that desires unity. The anima is identified as
the site of unconsciousness for man's psyche and is regarded as the feminine aspect of
his identity. Correspondingly, the animus is the site of masculine unconscious for
woman's psyche. This somewhat simple contention becomes complicated by his
assertion that man is governed by Logos, "a motif of spiritual meaning and reason",
while woman is governed by Eros which "denotes relatedness and feeling'' (Rowland,
1999:226). Whereas the anima is seen to enhance man's creativity-it is his "inspiring
Muse"- the animus appears to make women argumentative and prejudiced O"acobi,
1973:121-2). The anima has value-adding qualities for the male subject, however this
does not open it up to a position of equal value, rather it relegates the feminine to a
mere functionality of the masculine personality. Conversely, since ''woman is Eros to
the male, she cannot relate to an erotic other on her own or exercise eroticism for her
own sake ... she is the other in a male configuration of selfhood" (Pratt, 1981:8). The
androgynous being that Jung's theory pursues can in fact be identified as male. As Julia
Kristeva has demonstrated in Tales efLove, classical interpretations of the androgyne
operate by assimilating the feminine, using it to negate difference and form the image of
the androgyne as a non-threatening masculine unity. Androgyny, she asserts, involves
the absorption "of the feminine by man, veiling the feminine in women, androgyneity
settles its accounts with femininity-the androgyne is a phallus disguised as a woman;
not knowing the difference, he is the sliest masquerade of a liquidation of femininity"
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(1987:71). The figure of the feminine is absorbed as a secondary feature rather than
accepted as an equal part of the psyche with its own ontological merit. Ged's grapple
with his shadow could also be interpreted as a coming to terms with his anima. Without
his shadow, Ged is unable to engage fully with his "art''. It is only when he
acknowledges the "Other" within himself that he is able to practice magic beyond its
self-serving capacities.

The gender bias of Jung's theories is apparent by the binary privileging of his
archetypes of self/ shadow, anima/ animus, man/woman, hero/ minion, light/ dark. The
first term is defined by its lesser opposite, each imbued with all that its opposite is not,
the first term full of meaning, the other an unstable and inferior quantity. Helene Cixous
terms this hierarchy of values "the valorization of the selfsame", that is, the assimilation
of those desirable qualities with self, while dismissing the remainder as Other (1975:80).
While this provides a useful structure with which to analyse the structure of the
generalised male psyche, it subtracts from the notion of a feminine identity. ''Women, in
Jung's schema," notes Pratt:
are either exterior containers for male projections or subordinate
elements of the male personality. The feminine quality becomes a prized
elixir sought and usurped by the male, to whom real, individual women
are objects of use. (1981:8)
Although Jung champions an escape from this binary, he assigns values to them
nonetheless and uses them to prescribe (male) identity. Le Guin has more recently
acknowledged the limitations of Jung's theories herself. She states ''without devaluing
Jung's immensely useful concept of the archetype as an essential mode of thought, we
might be aware that the archetypes he identified are mindforms of the Western
European psyche as perceived by a man" (1993a: 6). Jung's universal experience turns
out, not surprisingly, to be gendered male.

This universalising code has similar ramifications for genre. As Anne CrannyFrancis states, the genre conventions of the quest narrative: "are not neutral" (1990:9).
In its traditional form, the quest narrative, with its informing "temporal logic", gives rise
to a sense of causality, which in tum naturalises its sequence (1990:9). Reinforcing the
text's "normative" effect is its subscription to the contemporaneous dominating
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ideology, for as Cranny-Francis notes, genres: "work by convention and those
conventions are social constructs," (1990:17). These conventions are especially
pervasive in the Bildungsroman, in which rites of passage inscribe the individual into a
particular role within his or her society, while "at the same time reaffirm[ing] the
hierarchical order in which the newly made adult member [i]s to find a place."
(Attebury, 1992:87). That is to say, the traditional narrative of the Bildungsroman has
the potential to, and often the explicit purpose of, reinstating the dominant ideology,
which, demonstrated by Jung and Campbell's interpretation, favours the male hero. The
Canonical metanarratives of Western culture have centred on this figure of the hero as
male, spanning Greek mythology, Biblical parables and Arthurian Romance to more
contemporary fantasy tales like A Wizard efEarthsea and the extraordinarily popular
Harry Potter series. As long as these narrative values remain unchallenged, the repeating
patterns of this text encode patriarchal values as "normal", and experiences not
conforming to the pattern are excluded. The simple transposition of a female hero for a
male one, as Campbell suggests is possible, does not alter the values that the hero
endorses. To be successful, appropriations of the genre must take the text elsewhere, by
breaking down and challenging traditional patterns and values of narrative.

IV. Good Girls and Wicked Witches: the Invisible Women

Annis Pratt notes, while the traditional Bildungsroman teaches boys to be adult
and to be proactive in forging their identity, it offers a model for girls of "growing
down" rather than of "growing up" (1981 :14). The roles set out for young women are
traditionally about compliance and erasure of individualism. They are in fact being
groomed to become the handmaiden of the hero. Le Guin states, women "are seen in
relation to heroes: as mother, wife, seducer, beloved, victim or rescuable maiden.
Women won independence in the novel, but not in the hero tale" (1993a:5). Those
women who comply with the rules are permitted to co-exist, silently, with the hero,
while the transgressors are punished. In Earthsea, the temptress Serret is undone by her
own duplicity, murdered by her husband's guardsmen when she helps Ged escape from
Osskil. She is punished for her action, even though without her the hero would have
been unable to continue his journey. As a feminine archetype, her function is limited to
enabling the male hero, and in conquering the temptress, the hero conquers part of
himself
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Ged's Aunt operates in a space that is both tolerated and despised by the
patriarchy. As a (wicked) witch, she posses magic skills just like the male wizards of the
novel, however she is not encouraged to develop her talents as Ged is. The witches of
the novel remain on the periphery, practicing their "lowly'' crafts, held in contempt by
the world at large, for there: "is a saying on Gont, Weak as woman's magic, and there is
another saying, Wicked as woman's magic." (1968:16) Ged's Aunt is described in these
terms: "an ignorant woman among ignorant folk, she often used her crafts to foolish
and dubious ends." (1968:16). She is devalued not only because she is a woman, but
because of her patriarch ally enforced ignorance.

The model of the "good" woman in A Wizard efEarthsea is Vetch's sister
Yarrow. Her role in this male Bildungsroman is as patient observer and part-time
enabling figure to the heroics of the male characters. She is responsible for the more
mundane tasks of the novel, including the provision of meals, she: "kept busy ...
making dry wheatcakes for the voyagers to carry ... and other such provender to stock
their boat" (1968:149). She must watch from the sidelines as her brother and friend
embark on their ocean journey to find Ged's shadow:
Yarrow stood and watched them go, as sailors' wives and sisters stand
on all shores of Earthsea watching their men go out on the sea, and they
do not wave or call aloud, but stand still in hooded cloak of grey or
brown, there on the shore that dwindles smaller and smaller from the
boat while the water grows wide between. (1968:152)
Yarrow is not only excluded from taking an active role in the quest, she is indistinct
from all other non-men whose only role in the novel is as a function of the hero. Even
in her quiet guise, however, Yarrow does not escape the male gaze. Ged reflects on "her
wise and childish sweetness", describing her as "like a little fish ... defenceless, yet you
cannot catch her." (1968: 155). Her character is defined by the roles she enacts for the
male characters, as housekeeper and as sexualised object.

V. Homosocial Desire

These rigid feminine archetypes excepted, what is particularly noticeable about
the novel is its lack of women. Earthsea is populated with male heroes who "with their
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crises of identity, caught in the stranglehold of liberal individualism, act as dead weight
at the centre of the novels" (Lefanu, 1988: 137). The people who wield power in
Earthsea are men, a power conferred by other men and, like the hierarchy of the
Catholic priesthood, it is a power conferred "only to men who have no contact with
women." (Le Guin, 1993a: 9). Le Guin commenting on the importance of celibacy to
the traditional hero states, "sexuality in the hero is shown not as prowess but weakness.
Strength lies in abstinence - the avoidance of women and the replacement of sexuality
by non-sexual male bonding'' (1993a:11). Perry Nodelman (1995) suggests that to the
contrary, driving this hierarchy is "homosocial desire". Eve Kofosky Sedgewick has
used the term "homosocial desire" to describe her analysis of the "social bonds between
the persons of the same sex" (1985:696). She is particularly interested in the ways in
which male relationships are held together and notes that the glue holding heterosexual
men together is both a desire for admiration from their peers coupled with an intense
homophobia (1985:696-7). Sedgewick uses the example of Rene Girard's erotic triangle
to expose the ways in which men use women as objects of exchange to engage with
each other and formulate hierarchies of power (1985:708). Nodelman proposes that the
rivalry between Jasper and Ged is coloured by this kind of relationship. Ged attempts
to prove his ascendency over Jasper by summoning the dead princess Elfarran,
Earthsea's equivalent of Helen of Troy, the maiden whose beauty is "responsible" for
her country's war. Sedgewick asserts that this kind of expression of power "over the
dead, discredited or disempowered body of a woman" categorises the transfer of power
between males (cited in N odelman, 1995: 191 ). Ged, the working class wizard, uses his
power over the disempowered feminine to gain dominance over the aristocratic Jasper.

The disastrous encounter with Jasper however, does not resolve the issue of
Ged's homophobia. Indeed Nodelman suggests that Ged's fear of the shadow can be
read as Ged's fear of his potential homosexuality. He suggests that Ged's avoidance of
women as "dangerous" "evokes a fear of his own homosexuality that must be
resolved" (1995:193). He cites textual examples of the shadow's attempts to "enter''
Ged during his pursuit through the archipelagos, suggesting overtones of its
homosexual desire. Nodelman notes that this is why Ged experiences the shadow in the
forms of his father,Jasper, Petchvarry and Skiorh, which are all male relationships that
have been categorised by homosocial insecurity. It is only when Ged invites the shadow
in "Come then ... what do you wait for Shadow?"(1968:126) that he loses his fears of his
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own sexuality. In uniting with his shadow, Ged acknowledges both his desire and fear.
This resolution enables Ged to resume his non-sexual, non-threatening friendship with
Vetch, a relationship not defined by power. Le Guin herself has toyed with this theme,
noting in her essay "Is Gender Necessary?" (1987a) that in her science-fiction novel The

Left Hand ef Darkness (1969) about the androgynous Gethenians she: ''was interested in
writing a novel about people in a society that had never had a war. That came first. The
androgyny came second. (Cause and effect? Effect and cause?)" (1987a: 11). Le Guin
seems to be suggesting, like Sedgewick, that heterosexual society, particularly male
heterosexual society is necessarily troubled by the question of its own sexuality, and that
this anxiety is in part responsible for aggression on a global scale.

VI. The Wizard as Artist

In her 1973 essay, "Dreams Must Explain Themselves", Le Guin stated that the

meaning of the novel for her was: "the artist as magician. The Trickster. Prospero .
. . .The [Earthsea] trilogy is then, about art, the creative experience" (1973b: 53). Le
Guin's evocation of Prospero as a symbol of the artist should also signal to the critical
reader that the wizardry portrayed in the novel is not gender or culturally neutral.
Miranda exists outside of the Prospero/Caliban binary, as woman does in the
self/ shadow binary of Ged's quest. The artist, in this case, is gendered. A Wizard ef

Earthsea is Prospero's story, not Miranda's. As in Jung's anima/ animus dialectic, the
feminine in Prospero's story figures as a function of man, Miranda is merely the "good"
daughter. Adrienne Rich has observed that this type of relationship between men and
women has pervaded the life of the artist. She states that:
woman has been a luxury for man, and has served as the painter's model
and the poet's muse, but also comforter, nurse, cook, bearer of his seed,
secretarial assistant and copyist of manuscripts, man has played quite a
different role for the female artist. (1972:19)
This different role is one of constraint, either through the expectation of woman to
fulfil her role as muse cum servant, or through the active devaluing of woman's artistry.
The wizardry of Earthsea is indeed a kind of artistry, one that mirrors the tradition of
the artist, especially the writer. It is exclusive in its institutions, reserving the right to
"higher education" for men only. Like the early woman artist, the witch is constrained
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largely by her lack of access to education, albeit a patriarchal one, while those with
education scorn her attempts at artistry without their help. She is allotted only those
tasks deemed to be beneath a wizard's notice. The wizard (artist) practices magic and
wields power, while the witch merely dabbles in a "craft". Of Ged's Aunt, the novel
states that much "of her lore was mere rubbish and humbug, nor did she know the true
spells from the false" (1968:17). The witch's knowledge is diminished on wizardry's
scale of truth and value. It is for this reason that Ged must leave his Aunt's teaching for
an apprenticeship with the wizard Ogion, whose teachings he also initially rejects as too
subtle. The wizard school on Roke is by contrast, a centre of academic power. It is
protected by languages and spells designed to keep the Other out, thereby preserving
this knowledge for a select few and giving it a semblance of higher value.

Although race is not the focus of this thesis, calling on the image of Prospero
also prompts questions about a Prospero/ Caliban, Ged/Shadow analogy. Le Guin
states that she deliberately made the "good guys" of her novel black or brown, "I saw
myself as luring white readers to identify with the hero, to get inside his skin and only
then find it was a dark skin. I meant this as a strike against racial bigotry"(1993a:8).
While the sentiment of this is well-intentioned, it produces the same objections against
the novel's claims for a transgender position. The simple substitution of a different skin
colour in the hero cannot alter the values of the text. The types of discourse that inform
the hero quest encode a white Western patriarchal discourse and cannot support a
superficial exchange of race or gender. A case in point is Le Guin's own ideological
position. The daughter of noted cultural anthropologists Alfred and Theodora Kroeber,
Le Guin's writing has been described as "perhaps the most definitive example of the

interaction between literature and cultural anthropology'' (Senior, 1996). The work of
her parents has exposed Le Guin to myth and lore of many different cultures and as
Craig and Diana Barrow have argued, these themes have an obvious presence in Le
Guin's novels. Barrow and Barrow note the similarity of the system of "true" and "use"
names in Earthsea to naming taboos described in Alfred L Kroeber's Handbook

ef the

Indians ef California (1991: 23). The trickster, or shadow figure too, figures in Native
American myth lore and is one which both Jung and Campbell have used in their
description of "collective" mythmaking. I would argue however that Le Guin, like Jung
and Joseph Campbell, has homogenised the myth of the Other by placing it in the
mould of the hero's journey. The values of the hero quest, expressed in A Wizard ef
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Earthsea, belong to a Western system that uses binary thought to create meaning and
attribute value to a central and unified notion of being as male. The supplementing of
mythology from other cultural sources may introduce to the novel a sense of difference,
however as it is assimilated into the Western discourses operating in the novel, it is
incapable of disrupting it. Differences in culture are elided and sacrificed to the
conventions of genre. The experience of existence is claimed for a universal experience.
Similarly, while Le Guin's Taoist philosophy is expressed in much of the poetry of her
novel, it does not significantly disrupt the Western ideology of the novel. Although the
principles of the yin/yang advocate balance and harmony, the novel's imposed
hierarchies of value run counter to this premise.

It is of course noteworthy that A Wizard efEarthsea, published in the late sixties,
does reflect a certain framework and period in time, when gender consciousness in the
form of the Second Wave feminist movement was beginning its challenge to the
phallogocentric culture of Western thought. As Le Guin's political consciousness
evolved, she has re-evaluated the role of her "universal" hero Ged. Rather than offer an
alibi for her earlier work, Le Guin has actively transformed her own stories, stating that
what: "was innocence is now irresponsibility. Visions must be revisioned." (1993a: 12).
Le Guin is self-critical when it comes to aspects of her earlier work that universalised
the male hero and has repudiated the masculine-centeredness of her novels: "I 'didn't
care' whether my protagonist was male or female; well that carefreeness is culpably
careless. The men take over." (1978:141). Her growing awareness of her own
complicity in the subjection of women in her novels has meant that Le Guin has chosen
in the last decade to write back to her earlier work to highlight the hierarchies that are
present in them.
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PART2

"MOTHER TONGUE": TOWARDS A FEMINIST
CONSCIOUSNESS

In literature as in "real life", women, children and animals are the
obscure matter upon which Civilisation erects itself, phallologically. That
they are the Other is (vide Lacan et al) the foundation of language, the
Father Tongue ... By climbing up into his head and shutting out every
voice but his own, "Civilised Man" has gone <lea£ He can't hear the wolf
calling him brother - not Master, but brother. He can't hear the earth
calling him child - not Father, but son. He hears only his own words
making up the world.... No use teaching women at all, they talk all the
time of course, but never say anything. This is the myth of Civilisation,
embodied on the monotheisms which assign soul to man alone." (Le
Guin, 1987b, p 10)

In her famous 1972 essay ''When We Dead Awaken: Writing as Re-Vision"
Adrienne Rich argued the case for a feminist consciousness in literature. She states that:
[a] radical critique of literature, feminist in its impulse, would take the
work first of all as a clue to how we live, how we have been living, how
we have been led to imagine ourselves, how our language has trapped as
well as liberated us, how the very act of naming has been till now a male
prerogative, and how we can begin to see and name - and therefore live
- afresh. (18)
For Ursula Le Guin too, the two decades that passed between her 1968 novel A Wizard

efEarthsea and her 1990 novel Tehanu was a period of shifting ideological consciousness.
Her 1993 essay Earthsea &visioned takes its title from Rich's work and documents Le
Guin's examination of her own ideological assumptions, as she states: "I couldn't
continue my hero-tale until I had, as woman and artist, wrestled with the angels of the
feminist consciousness." (1993a: 11 ). She refers to Tehanu as "affirmative action",
seeking to interrogate the universalising patriarchal ideology that underpins her earlier
Earthsea novels (1993a: 12). This section will explore the types of discourse that inform
Le Guin's "re-visioned" novel and her attempts to short-circuit the male heroic
tradition. In an interview with Nick Gevers, Le Guin says that with her revisionist
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approach, Tehanu: "sees exactly the same world with different eyes. Almost, I would say,
with two eyes rather than one." (2001). It is the "almost'' of this statement that drives
this discussion, for although Le Guin prises open the patriarchal structure of her earlier
Earthsea novels, I maintain that she does not escape the binary oppositional thought
that she uses to define the limits of identity in her earlier novel. I will argue that the
introduction of feminist discourse to Earthsea does not in itself enable the novel to
claim a space free from gendered ideological constraint. As Cathryn Bailey contends,

feminism "does not cease to exert normalizing power over subjects simply because it is
an ideology associated with a genuinely liberatory movement", rather it is equally
capable of making generalisations and eliding differences under its broad banner (2002).

I. Affirmative Action: The Newly Born Woman and the Sensitive New Age
Man

Tehanu does not employ the teleological structure of A Wizard efEarthsea, its
goals are less concrete and it endeavours to disturb the order upheld by the earlier
novel. The central focus of Tehanu is upon individuals in the community of Gont and
their relationship to each other, demonstrating the symbiotic relationships of its mostly
female characters. Le Guin uses these women to highlight the societal structures that
enabled Ged to become the hero of the first trilogy, but which have constrained or
committed violence against characters such as Tenar, Moss and Therru/Tehanu. In

Tehanu, the marginalised women of Earthsea have a voice and Le Guin asserts that this
time "the gendering of the point of view is neither hidden nor denied." (1993a:12). Her
first novel, A Wizard efEarthsea depicted the world of wizardry and its related body of
male wisdom, but her characters in Tehanu are revised to purposefully reveal how much
that wisdom underestimates and devalues the role of women in Earthsea.

The champion of the novel's feminist cause is Tenar, through whose eyes we see
the story of Tehanu. Recently widowed, patriarchy is literally "dead" to Tenar, and the
novel traces the effects of her emancipation. No longer bound to the needs of her
husband and children, she is free to explore the boundaries that comprise self and other
and to question the ways in which her role as woman and caregiver have been devalued.
The concept of the emancipated older woman is one that Le Guin has explored before
in her 1976 essay "The Space Crone". According to Le Guin, the space in which the
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"crone" operates can be a powerful one, that challenges patriarchal visions of
womanhood, for, confronted "with the fulfilled Crone, all but the bravest men wilt and
retreat" (1976:4). The Crone is able to defy the traditional roles set out for her as a
woman because she lacks the expectation of "innocence" that once helped to define
her. Le Guin suggests that rather than trying to find meaning only in the stages that
pertain to the male life cycle, which moves from "barren childhood to fruitful maturity",
women must find meaning within their third phase of life, menopause and beyond,
which belongs to neither stage (1976:3). She declares that a more empowering choice
for the older woman, unburdened by society's expectations of her, is to pursue the
status of a crone with "fanatical determination" since there are "things the Old Woman
can do, say, and think that the Woman cannot do, say or think." (1976:4). For Le Guin,
the crone is associated with the fortifying of feminine identity, of developing a notion of
self that is not permitted to the virgin or the mother figure. The older woman, Le Guin
claims, is free to invent herself, indeed she ought to, she "must become pregnant with
herself, at last. She must bear herself, her third self, her old self, with travail and alone"
(1976:5). The "crones" of A Wizard efEarthsea are not permitted such a luxury, they are
for the most part, invisible. Tehanu however, embraces this kind of self-development
and uses the figure of the crone as one which confirms feminine identity.

For Tenar, this stage of her life is one of reflection and strengthening selfhood.
Armoured with a stronger sense of identity than the teenage self who featured in the
second Earthsea novel, The Tombs efAtuan (1970), the middle aged Tenar has become
more self-assured and assertive, even angry. Although her character in The Tombs ef
Atuan was a strong young woman, Tenar's development in Tehanu is depicted as a

feminist awakening. The choices she made as a young woman are reminiscent of the
"growing down" of the traditional heroine outlined by Pratt (1981:14). Her escape with
Ged from Atuan, each with one half of the long lost Ring of Erreth-Akbe, "the Rune of
Peace", saw them both lauded as heroes in Earthsea. Importantly however, while Ged's
heroism rewards him with the post of Archmage of Earthsea, Tenar rejects the pedestal
that she is placed upon, choosing a normalised life on Gont. She hides from the glare of
public acclaim and makes a home with Ogion, Ged's father figure, as her own surrogate
father. In Tehanu as in A Wizard efEarthsea, the wise wizard Ogion represents the
archetypal protective father figure. He educates Tenar in the same way that he did Ged
in the first novel and she becomes the only woman given the opportunity to learn
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wizardry. She rejects this knowledge however, understanding that it is inextricably
linked to masculine power and that there is no appropriate space for her to wield it. The
novel reverses the reverence for wizardry that was expressed in A Wizard efEarthsea,
indeed in Earthsea now there is a talk of the "weakening of magic" (Tehanu, 1990:495).
Certainly in this novel of "women's development", wizardry, as an exclusively male
identified discourse, has very little use value to the limits of feminine identity.

For Tenar, the archetypal father does not solidify her identity as it did for Ged.
She craves the emotional nurturance and sense of community that the novel links with
the feminine. Ogion represents a benign intellectual scholar to Tenar, but her
relationship with him is found wanting, for although he had called her "daughter, and
had loved her'' he "had not touched her; and she, brought up as a solitary, untouched
priestess, a holy thing, had not sought touch, or had not known she sought it."
(1990:532). Tenar craves an intimate relationship, which she has not experienced since
she was taken from her mother as a young girl to become the priestess Arha. She rejects
the pedestal created for her by the men who honour her and knows it to be a device that
holds her apart from other women. Instead, in search of a feminine identity beyond that
bestowed by men, she mimics the role-play of the other women of Gont. She leaves
Ogion and chooses to live on "the other side, the other room, where the women lived,
to be one of them", for when she became "Flint's wife, Goha," she "had been
welcome."(1990:509). Once she assumes the sanctioned role of wife and mother, Tenar,
transformed into Goha, is considered to be a "good woman" and is accepted by her
peers (1990:509). The good woman Goha leaves behind those things which made her
stand out from other women, instead, she hides those qualities which had defined her as
Tenar, under the veil of being a good wife, performing unseen and unacknowledged
tasks which enable her husband to be a respected farmer within the community.

Tehanu does not condemn Tenar's choice to take on the role of wife and mother
as an inferior choice, despite the fact that we are shown how much marriage constrained
Tenar's character. As Goha, Tenaris able to explore those aspects of feminine identity
that are still acceptable to the patriarchy, but which also connect her with her sex. She
bears two children and finds maternal fulfilment in their upbringing. There is an absence
of maternal figures in A Wizard efEarthsea; all mothers in the novel are curiously, dead.
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Tehanu fills the empty space assigned to women in the first novel by making the act of
mothering, biological and adoptive, central to its story and as its corollary, to feminine
identity. Creation is no longer a male-centred artistry in Earthsea. Tenar's Gontish name
Goha, given to her by her husband, means: ''little white web-spinning spider"
(1990:483). The spider motif is one that Le Guin has used in the past to signify feminine
artistry and creation. In her short story, Buffalo Gals, the spider is a weaver named
"Grandmother'' who is at the centre of the world, spinning webs that hold nature
together. In Tehanu, Tenaris so-named for her skills as a weaver, however her
connections with the other women in her life are also a lauded by the novel as a form of
matriarchal artistry. As a mother she provides a "web" of maternal love and protection
for Therru, whose disfigurement would normally have condemned her to death or exile.
Mclean suggests that the name Tenar might derive "from the Latin tenere, 'to have, to
hold, to keep"', noting that Le Guin, "did graduate work in French and Italian"
(1997:112). She suggests that this name too, denotes that Tenar's strength comes from
her deep caring abilities.

Maternal skills alone do not satisfy Tenar's search for her "self'. She probes her
female friends for their interpretation of feminine identity, saying to Moss: "I am trying
to find out where I can live" (1990:531). The evolution of Tenar's quest for identity
aligns her increasingly with a self-awareness that is corporeal and instinctive. Her
character becomes associated with fire as the novel progresses, symbolising her growing
anger and passion. ''You're red ... Like fire", Therru tells her after Tenaris involved in an
altercation with a group of men on the street (1990:497). Later, when she finds Therru
hiding, having been terrorised by the presence of her cruel father Handy, her fury is
described in terms of fire: "all the fear she had felt turned ... into anger, a rage that
burned in her the length of her body like a rod of fire" (1990:581 ). On perceiving her
wrath, Moss says to Tenar that there is "a fire around you, a shining fire all about your
head" (1990:583). Similarly, Tenar seems to have an affiliation with the fire-breathing
dragons of Earthsea. Her connection with Kales sin goes deeper than that of Ged, the
"dragon-lord" of A Wizard ef Earthsea, for although she, like Ged had been told: "men
must not look into a dragon's eyes" she instinctively disregards it, for "that was nothing
to her." (1990:516). Tenar does not fear dragons in the same way that the men of the
novel do, indeed her encounter with the dragon solidifies her sense of a self as valuable,
for as:
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a girl, a priestess, she had been a vessel: the power of the dark places had
run through her, used her, left her empty, untouched. As a young
woman she had been taught a powerful knowledge by a powerful man
and had laid it aside ... As a woman she had chosen and had the powers
of a woman ... the time was past. There was nothing in her, no power for
anybody to recognise.
But a dragon had spoken to her. "I am Kalessin," it had said, and she
had answered, "I am Tenar." (1990: 537)
Tenar's meeting with Kalessin is significant to her sense of self, for in communicating
with the "natural" world, Tenar seems to acknowledge her own rightful place within it.
Annis Pratt has noted that the natural world plays a particularly important role in the
novel of feminine development. In what she refers to as ''The Green-World
Archetype", she notes that the heroine is often connected with, or finds security in
nature (1981 :16). She asserts that the heroine who connects with nature "possesses

herself' (1981 :17). Le Guin too, claims that her dragons operate in a metaphorical space
that has particular relevance for the feminine position. "Dragons", she says "are
archetypes, yes, mindforms, a way of knowing", that represent a "vital potentiality" of
space and freedom versus confinement (1993a: 21-22). In the first novel, men are afraid
of dragons. When Ged approaches Yevaud, we are told that he is apprehensive because
he "feared dragon-magic, for old dragons are very powerful and guileful in a sorcery like
and unlike the sorcery of men." (1968:87). Although Le Guin claims that the dragon
figure is a liminal one that "rejects gender'' (1993a: 24), I would argue that both texts set
the dragon up as the mysterious Other, with strong ties to the feminine. Ged's fear of
the dragon's powers mirror wizardry's fear of another unknown quantity, woman. In A

Wizard efEarthsea, women and dragons are regarded with suspicion, falling into
Campbell's archetype of ''Woman as Temptress", and capable of causing the downfall
of the unguarded hero. The women and dragons of Earthsea remain as a site of
difference that is not able to be fully defined by the patriarchy, this however appears to
be a point of celebration in Tehanu. Moss, a witch and friend to Tenar, tells her that it is
impossible to identify ''where a woman begins and ends ... No one can say what I am,
what a woman is, a woman of power ... deeper than the roots of the islands, older than
the Making, older than the moon. Who dares ask questions of the dark?" (1990:528).
Moss's statement does not necessarily contradict the image of womanhood presented in

A Wizard efEarthsea, rather it appropriates it to assert this position as powerful.
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The witches of the novel operate within a mysterious space that rejects the Law
of the Father. In A Wizard ojEarthsea we are told that there "is a saying on Gont, Weak

as woman's magic, and there is another saying, Wicked as woman's magic." (1968:16). In
Tehanu, there are two witches, Ivy and Moss, who are neither weak nor wicked, but
whose powers have a different use value to that of wizardry. As their skills are not
highly regarded, their role on Gont is to perform the "lesser" duties. It is Ivy who
attempts to soothe Therm's life-threatening bums and Moss who tends to Ogion's
funeral rites. Tenar turns to both women for advice when she finds the wizards are deaf
to her concerns for Therru. The novel states that ''woman's magic" comprises:
a few words of the True Speech ... and a supply of common spells ... a
solid experiential training in midwifery, bonesetting, and curing animal
and human ailments, a good knowledge of herbs mixed with a mess of
superstitions-all this built up on whatever native gift she might have of
healing, chanting, changing or spellcasting. (1990:511)
The basis of ''woman's magic" appears to be related to the body, to physical and
spiritual healing. It is identified as an "instinctual" skill, set up as the very opposite of
the language-based education of the wizards. Ivy and Moss are women with specialist
"knowledge", which is devalued because they are women practising outside the
boundaries dictated by the "academic" wizards. Le Guin notes that this false binary of
instinct/intellect enables a power relationship between the academic and the layperson:
schools and colleges, institutions of the patriarchy, generally teach us to
listen to people in power, men or women speaking the father tongue;
and so they teach us not to listen to the mother tongue, to what the
powerless say, poor men, women children: not to hear that as a valid
discourse. (Le Guin, 1986b:151)
As suggested in part one, the witch can be read as an allegory for the neglected woman
artist. Excluded from the all-male "school of knowledge", the witch/woman artist is
constrained by a lack of education, preventing her from taking a leading role in a society
that places a high value on academic skills. Tehanu shows that the witch's lowly position
in Earthsea is not due to her innate inferiority or ''wickedness", but because she is
actively prevented from taking a more powerful role. In Moss's case, we are told that:
"A good deal of her obscurity and cant ... were mere ineptness with words and ideas. No
one had ever taught her to think consecutively. Nobody had ever listened to what she
said." (1990:526). Moss however, does not desire a patriarchal education; she takes pride
in her invisibility to the patriarchal wizards. When Tenar asks her: "a wizard would
recognise your power. .. ?" she replies with some amusement: "what's a man of power to
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do with us?" (1990:527). Rather than assert Moss's right to a formal education, the novel
privileges "woman's knowledge", treating it with the same degree of reverence that was
accorded to the socially sanctioned male wizardry in A Wizard efEarthsea. It undermines
the location of the wizard at the centre, showing the two male wizards on Gont, Aspen
and Beech, as either evil or ineffectual, for neither is permitted a large role in the novel
except in relation to their ''blindness" to their countrywomen. In Tehanu, "men's
knowledge" is shown to be wanting by ''women's knowledge". Indeed this is an
argument that Le Guin takes up in her essay "Prospects for Women in Writing", in
which she states that: "there is no more subversive act than the act of writing from a
woman's experience of life using a woman's judgement." (1986c: 177). It could be
argued that the witches in Tehanu represent a site of resistance to the patriarchal wizards
in that they practise their magic, as far as it is possible, outside of the philosophy
governing wizardry, choosing to remain invisible to maintain their near-autonomous
position.

Operating against the idea of the "natural" woman that Tenar and the witches
represent, Therru/Tehanu, the disfigured child, is perhaps the novel's most obvious site
of real difference. Physically and sexually abused by her father and other men, she
carries heavy physical and psychological scars and her half burned body is a site of
hateful violence at the hands of the patriarchy. She, like the witches, appears to have a
"gift'' that sets her apart from the norm and the male members of her family attempt to
obliterate this difference by burning her and leaving her to die. The creature that
emerges from her ordeal is a not-quite-human child, her trial by fire seeming to solidify
her "difference". Seemingly without emotion, she is: "unresponsive, without anger,
without joy" (1990:508). Unlike Haraway's figure of the Cyborg, which foregrounds
technological constructedness as a means of disrupting traditional notions of biological
determinism, Therru/Tehanu's missing link is animalistic, she is part dragon. Her
organic origins do not however, preclude her from sharing the disruptive space of the
Cyborg. Although we understand Therru to be born to flesh and blood parents, her
dragon roots are unexplained and Haraway notes that "illegitimate offspring are often
exceedingly unfaithful to their origins. Their fathers after all, are inessential." (cited in
Cranny-Francis, 2000:160). Therru is different to any other character in Earthsea. Her
damaged physical appearance sets her apart from other women, but her character too,
reacts differently to the world, despite Tenar's efforts to condition her to a feminine
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role. In the final chapter, "Tehanu", the story is narrated from Therru's point of view,
revealing that she is gifted with other ways of perception, she "looked into the west with
the other eye, and called with another voice the name she had heard in her mother's
dream" (1990:685). She calls on her dragon kin, Kalessin, to free Ged and Tenar from
the evil wizard Aspen. This "dragon ex machina" (Maclean, 1997:115) is, according to

Le Guin, the only way "out'' of the old ideology of Earthsea. She states that for Tenar
and Ged, their "strength and salvation must come from outside the institutions and
traditions. It must be a new thing" (1993a:19).

Although Tehanu is essentially about the neglected women of Gant, Ged, the
hero of A Wizard efEarthsea, still has a significant role in the novel. It is a very different
Ged however, who returns to Gant in this novel. His successes in the first two novels
lead him to be installed as archmage, the leader of the wizard world, indeed he is the
only significant "world leader'' in Earthsea. In Tehanu, however, Ged returns having lost
his magic abilities while defeating the evil wizard Cob in the land of death. He returns
home emasculated, stripped of his phallic staff, which denoted his position and power.
Some critics were unhappy with Ged's fall from power, seeing his role in Tehanu as weak
and disappointing. John Clute in particular resented the feminist influence on the hero
of Earthsea. He accuses the feminist voice of the novel of attempting "to blindfold us
with rectitude. Farewell Ged." (1990:204). Le Guin, in response to these criticisms,
notes that they operate within a restrictive vision of masculinity: ''when your job is being
a hero, to lose it means you must indeed be weak and wicked .... Traditional
masculinists don't want heroism revised and unrewarded. They don't want to find it
among housewives and elderly goat-herds" (1993a: 14-5). Ged's quest in this novel is to
come to terms with an identity that does not entail being a generic hero. He must
confront a new shadow, his own powerlessness, and find his identity within this new
space as an old man returning to the lowly job he once held as a boy. When Ged tells
Tenar that it is impossible for a woman to become a wizard, he reveals the (false)
principle that underpins the patriarchal structure of Earthsea, upon which the men of
Earthsea have been defining themselves and allowing women to remain undefined. He
tells her:
no woman can be archmage. She'd unmake what she became in
becoming it. The mages of Rake are men - their power is the power of
men. Both manhood and magery are built on one rock: power belongs
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to men. If women had power, what would men be but women who can't
bear children? And what would women be but men who can? (1990:664)
Tenar counters: ''What is a woman's power then?" (1990:664), but this is a question that
Ged, nor the novel seem able to answer. Ged knows only how to define man and male
power in terms of female powerlessness. The hierarchy of Earthsea defines itself in
terms of its maleness: "in which men are seen as independently real and women are only
seen as non-men." (Le Guin, 1993a:16). Ged's task in this novel is to question this part
of himself, to become open to the possibility of living in relationship with the Other. In
the first novel Nodelman suggested that Ged's fears were driven by homosocial desire,
in Tehanu his fear is of an "equalising'' connection with Tenar.

In contrast to Ged's openness to change are those male characters who are not

so highly evolved. The evil wizard Aspen articulates the undercurrent of misogyny that
operates beneath the patriarchal structures of Earthsea: "To be a woman was her fault.
Nothing could worsen or amend it, in his eyes; no punishment was enough." (1990:588).
His hatred, as Ged notes, comes from fear, for if "your strength is only the other's
weakness, you live in fear'' (1990:665). His curse on Tenar literally takes away her ability
to speak and in so doing, he "silences" her, preventing her from questioning the
patriarchy. Handy, Therru's violent father, attempts to break into Ogion's house to
attack both Tenar and Therru and he succeeds in murdering his pregnant wife. Both
men operate on the opposite end of the scale to Ged and highlight the sorts of
insecurities that hierarchies of power can perpetuate. Tenar's son Spark too is
surprisingly chauvinistic. Le Guin does not blame Tenar for this, rather, she says: "I
blame the society that spoiled the boy by giving him unearned power" (1993a:14). There
are also men in the novel who simply do not "see" women. Tenar encounters a Master
Wizard from Roke, the Master Windkey, who tells Tenar of a prophecy that the search
for a new archmage will be answered by a ''woman on Gont'' (1990:613). To Tenar's
consternation, the wizards ofRoke interpret this to mean that a woman might lead them
to a man of power, and his "deafness silenced her." (1990:613). Although the men of
Earthsea are generally not open misogynists, the way that they interpret the world shows
them to be equally violent towards women's identity. Moss describes why she believes
men cannot acknowledge women, "man's in his skin, see, like a nut in its shell. It's hard
and strong that shell, and it's all full of him. Full of grand man-meat, man-self. And
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that's all" (1990:528). The feminine is Other and therefore not relevant to their sense of
self, which is closed.

II Masculine/Feminine: Inside the Binary

The overtly feminist position that Le Guin puts forward in Tehanu does not
represent however, a challenge in itself to the assumptions that the novel makes about
gender. As Jenny Wolmark states of the feminist text generally, although the narrative
may present an "oppositional point of view ... this does not necessarily lead to an
interrogation of the way in which gender itself is constructed." (1994:54). That is, who
has power and why may change, but implicit notions about gender as a "natural" binary
opposition may remain intact. Nevertheless, she notes, by altering the expected narrative
structure, the feminist position "can work towards providing a critical position from
which such an interrogation could begin." (1994:54). In effect, this means that the
feminist text has the potential to begin to undo the privilege of the male half of the
male/ female binary. Le Guin interprets her feminist approach:
if we discard the axiom what's important is done l?J men, with its corollary
what women do isn't important, then we've knocked a hole in the hero-tale,
and a good deal may leak out.... the archetypes may change. There may
be old men who aren't wise, witches who aren't wicked, mothers who
don't devour. (1 993a: 13)
To deconstruct the male/ female binary however, requires more than a simple inversion
of values.

Deconstruction, as set out by poststructuralist critic Jacques Derrida, questions
the implicit phallogocentric tradition of Western Philosophy, which relies upon
oppositional thinking to create meaning. These sets of values form "a violent hierarchy''
where one "of the two terms governs the other, (axiologically, logically, etc), or has the
upper hand" (Derrida, 1981 :41 ). Deconstruction aims to identify and destabilise these
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hierarchies by revealing that the "truth" or centre of meaning that they rely upon is
false. As Derrida explains:
in order for these contrary values (good/ evil, true/ false,
essence/ appearance, inside/ outside etc.) to be in opposition, each of the
terms must be simply external to the other, which means that one of
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these oppos1t:1ons (the oppos1t:1on between inside and outside) must
already be accredited as the matrix of all possible opposition. (1972:437)
To begin the process of interrogating the binary, in this instance the masculine/ feminine
binary, is to follow Le Guin's lead and disrupt the value system that is operating within
the binary. Where A Wizard ofEarthsea privileges the discourse surrounding the
masculine hero, Tehanu inverts its value system by installing its heroines at the centre of
Earthsea. The feminine remains associated with the shadow of the male psyche,
characterised as dark and "wild". This time however, Le Guin privileges the other side
of the binary, seeing it as a place of power with which to destabilise masculine identity.
Derrida has asserted that: "in a given situation, which is ours, which is the European
phallogocentric structure, the side of the woman is the side from which you start to
dismantle the structure." (1984:194). The feminist perspective provides a platform for
deconstructing the old centre of patriarchal control. Importantly, however: "as soon as
you have reached the first stage of deconstruction, then the opposition between men
and women stops being pertinent." (1984:194). Neither value is permitted to hold
ascendency at the centre. Tehanu however, fails to make this next step towards
disrupting "fixed" ideas of masculine and feminine identity. Le Guin has said of her
writing, that:
the "person" I tend to write about is often not exactly, or not totally,
either a man or a woman .... the gender of a person is not exhausted, or
even very nearly approached, by the label "man" or "woman". Indeed
both sex and gender seem to be used mainly to define the meaning of
"person" or "self". Once, as I began to be awakened, I closed the
relationship into one person, an androgyne. But more often it appears
conventionally and overtly, as a couple. Both in one: or two making a
whole. Yin does not occur without yang, nor yang without yin. Once I
was asked what I thought the central, constant theme of my work was,
and I said spontaneously, "Marriage". (1978:143).
This statement betrays Le Guin's privileging of a heterosexual union that comprises two
equal but opposite halves. In Tehanu, Ged and Tenar's relationship is privileged and
shown to be the "ideal", they belong to equal and opposite ends of a spectrum of
man/woman. To deconstruct this position would be to consider the possibility of a
"third" term to be included in the binary. This space might include the transvestite or
homosexual individual. Annamarie Jagose had written at length about the ways in which
Queer theory resists "that model of stability-which claims heterosexuality as its origin,
when it is more probably its effect--queer focuses on mismatches between sex, gender
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and desire" (1996:3). To truly consider different ways of configuring the masculine and
feminine is to take them beyond the normal configuring of polar opposites.

II. "Better Late than Never'': The Second Wave

Tehanu is an explicitly political text that sets out to undermine the patriarchal
narrative present in A Wizard efEarthsea. I would argue however, that it is itself confined
by the restrictions of its own discourse. Tehanu, is informed by principles that mirror
those of Second Wave feminism, a movement historically associated with the two
decades between 1960 and 1980. Becky Thompson outlines the normative "accounts of
the Second Wave movement" as "the emergence of women's consciousness raising
groups", signalling "a rising number of white middle-class women unwilling to be
treated like second class citizens in the boardroom, in education or in bed." (2002).
Tenaris the embodiment of the Second Wave feminist in Tehanu. As a middle class
woman of means, she has had the luxury of being able to question her patriarchally
assigned role. Similarly, the novel subscribes to the ideological assumptions made during
the late 1960s and early 1970s:
that "real" feminists were those who worked primarily or exclusively
with other women; that ''women's ways of knowing" were more
collaborative, less hierarchical, and more peace loving than men's; and
that women's liberation would come from women's deepening
understanding that sisterhood is powerful. (Thompson, 2002).

In the same way that Jung's theories have been a useful means of probing masculinity,
the Second Wave movement provided for women an important starting place from
which to engage with a feminine identity. Like Jung's theories, it too cannot escape from
charges of universalism. The feminist position that informs Tehanu is equally culpable of
subscribing to universalising principles, by eliding the notions of difference and
characterising the ''woman question" as a transcultural and transhistorical one. As
Thompson explains, the history of the Second Wave tends to reflect a white led group,
which "treats sexism as the ultimate oppression" and has been referred to as
"hegemonic feminism" (2002). This ignores the reality of race and class differences
among women and the possibility of the "simultaneity of oppressions" (Smith cited in
Thompson, 2002). The concept of ''woman" as a universal subject goes against the grain
of contemporary feminist debate and Le Guin's replication of a Second Wave feminist
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movement in the late 1980s is an outdated mode of protest. As Gayatri Spivak has
suggested however, a critique of this kind of feminism is not to discredit or disparage it,
but to "situate feminist individualism in its historical determination rather than simply to
canonize it as feminism as such" (1985:244). In beginning to break down the
metanarrative of masculine identity, Le Guin has had to assume a degree of ontological
certainty about "who" the patriarchy has oppressed. This has meant a return to an
ideological position of the past, as she states, her ''working title for Tehanu was Better

Late than Never." (1993a: 15).

IV. The Miranda Complex

In her 1975 essay "The Child and the Shadow", Le Guin invoked the image of
Prospero to define the meaning of A Wizard efEarthsea. One might surmise then, that

Tehanu tells Miranda's story. Indeed the novel shows how the "good" women citizens of
Gont have enabled their men to become masterful. They stand, largely powerless,
''behind" their men, supporting the very structures that keep them bound to their
limited role. To use Miranda as a paradigm is to invoke the critical material that
surrounds her character. Postcolonial critics such as Laura E. Donaldson have noted
that although Miranda's subservient position to her father Prospero enables him to be
"master'', she also colludes with him in the oppression of Caliban. Donaldson uses the
term "Miranda Complex" to depict "how feminists "read" or fail to read, their
imbrication in theorizing women's lives." (1992:1). She, like Thompson, argues that a
universalising feminism is equally oppressive in that it encodes a "white solipsism"
which allows feminists "to ignore the social stratifications that divide white women
from each other as well as from women of colour'' (1992:2). It is of course worth noting
that in Gont Tenaris the Other. She is Kargish, and her white skin makes her
conspicuous amongst the red-brown skinned Gontish people. As stated in the previous
chapter however, the issue of racial difference in Earthsea is problematic as the novels
are informed by a white Western ideology, which is driven by a white Western coded
universalism. In Tehanu, Tenar's racial difference is stated and she experiences low-level
xenophobic treatment from some individuals, but this does not translate to her
possessing a demonstrably different cultural position, rather her character's ideological
position is shown to be the same as that of the Gontish people, which itself mirrors a
Western ideology. Although Tenar's position as stranger on Gont enables her character
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to question the assumptions that are made in Gontish custom about the role of women,
based on her experiences in The Tombs efAtuan we are given no reason to believe that
she would be treated any differently in her own country. As Sarah Lefanu has noted, Le
Guin's substitution of power relations actually "runs the risk of de-politicising the
question" (1988:133). The racial binary of white/black has simply been inverted and this
does not interrogate who holds power or why. Race differences and the issues that they
may present are blurred by the novel's feminist treatise.
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CONCLUSION

Le Guin's re-visionist approach to her work poses well-used solutions to the
"woman question". Her novel does however demonstrate a willingness to reflect on
early assumptions made about gender in A Wizard efEarthsea. Through her "feminist"
voice in Tehanu, she breaks down the meta-narrative of the (male) hero that she
comprehensively replicated in A Wizard efEarthsea. She successfully exposes the deepseated inequities of her first novel by explicitly revealing the violence committed by a
patriarchal hierarchy against feminine identity. Tehanu's subversive potential suffers
however because it fails to question its own assumptions about gender and race.
Exchanging one hegemonic block of power for another, the novel succeeds in only
reversing the allocation of value, while failing to account for the possibilities of true
"difference". Gender identity in Tehanu is therefore still operating within an outmoded
frame of reference.

Having criticised Le Guin for remaining caught within the binary oppositions
that have traditionally defined gender, one should also acknowledge that she has used

Tehanu to express her own inner dialogue with feminism. She does not hold her novel
up as an ideal of feminism, rather it is a way of re-visioning her own earlier assumptions.
As Sondra O'Neal has asserted, each of us is:
free to define ourselves and our feminist philosophies as represented by
our own historical frameworks and by the urgencies within our
respective communities. (cited in Donaldson, 1992: 136)
Revising a twenty year old work at the age of sixty, Le Guin, perhaps in the throes of
becoming a "crone" herself, has shown a commitment to right the "wrongs" of her
early work, to place herself back in the centre of her narratives. Although her brand of
feminism is dated, it is also a beginning place for growth and new ideas.

Le Guin has not chosen to end her philosophical journey with Tehanu, her list of

works continues to be published. In 2001 she published two further Earthsea novels,

Tales efEarthsea and The Other Wind, which develop the resistance begun by Tehanu. Less
reactive than Tehanu, Le Guin's latest Earthsea novels trace the history of Earthsea and
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its uncertain future under the rule of King Lebannen. After the questions raised in

Tehanu, her characters are now free to explore their roles more openly. Her women are
free to become dragons and men are free to question their identity. She remains open to
the idea that ideology changes and can restrict her text and she asks her readers to be
aware of this and remain open minded:
So these are reports of my explorations and discoveries: tales from
Earthsea [are] for those who have liked or think they might like the
place, and who are willing to accept these hypotheses:
things change:
authors and wizards are not always to be trusted:
nobody can explain a dragon. (2001a:xvii)
Her latest work, although not groundbreaking in its challenges, gives the reader the
opportunity to explore "safely" the possibility of being open to change. As Lefanu
asserts, Le Guin "invites the reader to accompany her as crew, not accomplice, and the
reader is returned, dazzled perhaps, but unscathed" (1988:146).
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